Proposed changes to construction
traffic management in Rossendale
Following consultation feedback from Lancashire County Council (LCC) Highways since submitting our planning
application to Rossendale Borough Council in April 2021, we have made changes to our proposed construction traffic
routes for the New Hall Hey and Townsend Fold WTW Compounds to reduce the impact on Rawtenstall Gyratory.
We are also proposing alterations to the Tesco Haslingden roundabout to address LCC Highways concerns regarding
U-turning Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) accessing the Haslingden Road Compound. We have submitted an update
to our planning application to reflect these changes and our updated proposals.
What are the changes?
For construction vehicles to access
the New Hall Hey Compound we are
no longer proposing to use the A681
Haslingden Road, Rawtenstall Gyratory
and northern section of the A682.
All vehicles would now use the A56,
A682 and New Hall Hey Road.
Our construction vehicles travelling
from and to the north would travel
down the A56 to the Edenfield
Roundabout where they would
undertake a U-turn before travelling
back up the A56 as illustrated in the
map to the right.

For construction vehicles to access the Townsend Fold WTW Compound we have added an option for Light Goods
Vehicles (LGVs) to travel along New Hall Hey Road between the A682 and Bury Road as illustrated in the map below.
LGV drivers will be encouraged to use New Hall Hey Road rather than Rawtenstall Gyratory when travelling to and
from the south.
This will be monitored during construction.

The alterations to Tesco Haslingden roundabout would
include creating a smaller central island, altering the
arms of the roundabout, defining running lanes
with road markings, and creating a larger road area.
We would put in place additional pedestrian signage
and material and markings on the ground to improve
safety for non-motorised users.
The location of the roundabout is indicated on the
maps above.

Next steps
The above is detailed in a second Supplementary
Environmental Information report that has been
submitted to Rossendale Borough Council as part
of the planning application process.
As the planning authority, Rossendale Borough Council
will make this information available online, seek input
from consultees, and be open to receive comment on
the changes.

